
We are offering this mid-year report as a means 

to share some of what’s going on within the

Women for Sobriety, Inc. (WFS) organization with

you, our stakeholders. We understand that the

level of change occurring can be confusing and 

we want you to be informed and involved. 

WFS is a 501(c)(3) charity. We, the WFS Board 

of Directors, take our duty to represent the

stakeholders very seriously. Our stakeholders

include every woman that has already found the

WFS New Life Program, every woman that is in

need of our program, and every taxpayer that is

supplementing our program by virtue of our tax

exempt status. Regardless of where you fall in this

list, we represent you. This report is our effort 

to be transparent and accountable to you in our

fulfillment of this duty.

Our beloved founder, Jean Kirkpatrick, PhD 

knew how difficult change could be. When she

changed Statement #1 from, “I have a drinking

problem” to “I have a life-threatening problem,” 

she acknowledged in a recording the difficulty

being experienced because of the change. 

She said, with a bit of a chuckle, “Some people 

like this change and some don’t.” 

WFS is in a time of necessary change and it is

sometimes difficult. None of us will agree with

every change. As a Board of Directors we accept

that we are sisters bonded in our desire to sustain

WFS and deliver the New Life Program to as many

women as possible for as many years as possible. 

We do not always agree. Regardless, when a

decision is reached, we unite in our support of 

that decision and carrying it out for the best

possible outcome for WFS. We invite you to join 

us in this exciting and challenging endeavor.

In 2016, the Board of Directors recognized that

WFS was at a crossroads. We, like many nonprofit

organizations, were significantly and negatively

impacted by the 2008 recession. In 2010, it

seemed the tide had turned and revenue was

improving. Unfortunately, within a couple of

years, expenses began to escalate faster than

revenue. Our office rent was increased on very

short notice by 50%, insurance rates skyrocketed,

and virtually every service we rely upon increased

fees. We faced a choice — do we create a proactive

plan to grow or do we plan the intentional and

gradual demise of WFS? We chose to change 

our business model and restructure for growth.

We scheduled a two-day session to develop a

Strategic Plan and restructure our financial plan.

We’ve now begun to implement those strategies.
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The New Life Program: The goal of this

committee is to return WFS to a position of

national recognition. This includes publicity 

that reaches treatment professionals and other

recovery organizations. So far this year, WFS 

has participated in a Choices in Recovery video

that is available online. WFS volunteers have

participated in podcasts and Adrienne Miller, 

2nd Vice President, presented a webinar for 

the Cigna Drug and Alcohol Awareness Series.

There are more events scheduled for 2017

including WFS presenting at the Multiple

Pathways of Recovery conference, a national

conference for recovery professionals, in October.

Volunteer Development: The goal of 

this committee is to tap into the wealth of

professional and creative talents within 

the WFS sisterhood. Over a dozen women

registered as volunteers during the annual

conference in June. Some of these women 

are already working on critical projects 

and all others are now being contacted to 

start work this month. 

Funding: The goal of this committee is 

to continue to grow WFS’s strength, the 

amazing support of the women that believe

in the value of this program, while developing

other sources of revenue. The early part of the

year has been devoted to our existing, internal

campaigns. They are now rolling out an eBay

auction and, with the skills of volunteers, 

will be pursuing a range of funding resources

including foundation grants.

Materials Updates: Our materials have not

been updated since they were written by our

beloved founder, Jean Kirkpatrick, PhD. The

Materials Update committee started at the most

basic level — creating the WFS brand. What

colors, fonts, styles, and graphics do we use in

visual materials? They are now moving on to 

the hard work of editing and revising selected

older materials and developing new materials.

We think we’ll all be downloading WFS e-books

very soon!

Face-to-Face Groups: This committee’s goal 

is to re-energize and rebuild the F2F portion of

our program delivery. The results of an online

survey of the WFS Certified Moderators and 

Co-Moderators are now being reviewed. The

volunteers are incredibly busy putting in place 

the supports and services the respondents

asked for and figuring out the long-term plan 

to increase our group presence. It has been an

encouraging example of a couple of different

committees helping each other to get things 

done professionally and quickly.

Internet Services: This committee has a lot of

ground to cover. WFS’s Internet services include

our website and bookstore, social media, the

Online Forum, the Chat site, the WFS blog, email

service, Google Analytics, and more. So far

they’ve revived the WFS Twitter account and

have grown our FaceBook following by over

25%. The committee has worked with the Forum

Management Team to survey all Online Forum

participants and is now working on updating

this critical element of WFS’s program delivery.

What is the Strategic Plan?
The core of the plan is to recognize that the WFS New Life Program belongs to the women who live it. 

We, like most nonprofits, cannot hire people to do most of what needs to be done. We can only grow 

our Program delivery and sources of revenue by including everyone who is willing to work towards

bringing WFS up to date and into the modern world.

The WFS Strategic Plan addresses six strengths and needs. Each strength or need has a volunteer

committee that includes Board of Directors members, staff, women in the program, and, in some cases,

appropriate volunteer professionals that are not otherwise involved in WFS. The current committees are:



What else has changed?
The Board of Directors has expanded to include

some new members. We are now considering the

professional skills of Board of Director candidates

and are excited about the level and variety of skills

represented on the Board. We are especially happy

to have welcomed Caitlin Garber, an attorney from

the Quakertown area that has offered us pro-bono

services for some time, to the WFS Board of

Directors this past June. 

The Board is also taking a much more active role

than it has historically. Due to the geographically

widespread nature of our membership, the 

Board of Directors had been limited to yearly

meetings during the annual WFS conference. 

With a generous donation of video-conferencing

technology from Microsoft, we have been able to

increase the frequency of our meetings to monthly.

We will continue this level of communication and

oversight until much of the Strategic Plan is in

place and becomes our new routine. 

June 2017 brought the retirement of 26-year

Board veteran and standing President, Dee

Waddington. Dee began preparations for this

transition last year to minimize disruption to

operations. We are grateful that Dee is not retiring

from all service with the organization – she will

continue as an Honorary Board Member, co-leader

of the Face-to-Face Groups committee, Certified

Moderator of her local F2F meeting, continuing

contributor to the Monday’s Message, and other

projects she might wish to participate in. We 

are all in awe of Dee’s generous service to WFS

over the years and her continued energy and

enthusiasm. We invite you to join us in 

thanking Dee for her dedication, as well as

welcoming our new President, Karen Hamm.

What about the finances?
WFS has been making expense reductions

for years in an effort to offset rising costs for

essentials such as rent, supplies, services, and

employees. These reductions began to negatively

impact delivery of the Program and put our future

at risk. In June 2016, the Board of Directors 

made the decision to drastically restructure our

financial plan. The changes implemented in the

2017 budget have allowed us to direct more

dollars into sustaining and growing the delivery

of the WFS New Life Program. For example, we

were able to re-instate the bulk email service

(previously discontinued due to increases in

vendor contract pricing) and to do so with a

modern, dynamic provider that offers many

communication and marketing tools beyond

sending basic emails.

Unfortunately, employee expenses are the greatest

expenses of most organizations and WFS is no

exception. Thankfully, we were able to retain our

valued and experienced Director, Becky Fenner.

However, the change did impact long-term

employee Ralph Fenner’s position. After

considering several options offered by the Board,

Ralph chose to decrease his hours to part time. 

His voluntary decrease in hours made possible 

the hiring of a part-time Administrative Assistant

to help Becky with answering the phones and

other office tasks — some of you met her at

conference, where she was working hard in the

auction area. Please help us welcome Ali Lowell 

to the WFS team! 

Regrettably, we operated at a deficit for 2016 and

were forced to  utilize some of our very limited

reserves. Fortunately, with our new financial plan

and the enthusiastic support of women like you,

we’re extending the life of WFS and developing

the resources and structure that can sustain us 

for another 40-plus years. 



Where do we go from here?
WFS is in a time of change and it can be difficult.

Employees, Board of Director members, and many

other volunteers have made, and continue to make,

personal sacrifices in the interest of preserving this

vital resource for women in recovery. Happily, the

early indications are that we are succeeding!

We are developing new sources of revenue and

using current financial resources more effectively.

We will soon begin to offer WFS recovery literature

that is relevant and formatted for the 21st century

so that it will attract and sell to women seeking

recovery today. We are updating and re-energizing

our program delivery and, with social media,

reaching out to more women, more frequently 

than ever.

We are holding on to Dr. Kirkpatrick’s words and

trusting that even though some will like the

changes and some will not, WFS will succeed 

and the New Life Program will endure. We are

becoming a volunteer-driven organization, further

fulfilling our mission of empowering women in

recovery. Thank you for having patience, sharing

your ideas, and showing understanding that we 

are all sisters bonded in this journey. Our highest

priority is to deliver the New Life Program to the

next woman for many years to come!

Submitted by the 

WFS Board of Directors
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Wendy E Sands
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Caitlin Garber
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The following is a comparison of June 2016 to June 2017

We are capable and competent, caring and compassionate;

always willing to help another; bonded together 

in overcoming our addictions.

Revenue Annuity & Int Expenses Net Income 

Jan–June 2016 $123,491 $1,318 $99,390 $25,419 

Jan–June 2017 $121,895 $1,147 $90,573 $32,469 
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